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Abstract

In a relatively short period (since 1980), Inductively
Coupled Plasma - Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)
became a powerful and versatile technique for the
analysis of trace elements, mainly in solution (ug/1
and even lower concentration levels). One of the
many research domains in ICP-MS concentrates on
sample introduction techniques as ICP-MS with its
ion source working at atmospheric pressure, can be
coupled to a lot of alternatives for the "classical"
combination of nebuliser and spray chamber. Laser
Ablation (LA) for the direct analysis of solids is an
example of such an alternative sample introduction
technique. In this study, several complementary
applications of LA were tried out in order to charac-
terise in an experimental way LA as sample intro-
duction technique for ICP-MS.

The research strategy was the following: first, ICP-
MS is reviewed in its more "classical" configuration
for the analysis of solutions. After a brief description
of its working principle, the instrumentation of ICP-
MS is discussed in more detail. Then the influence of
different instrumental parameters on the final meas-
urement signal is verified in an optimisation study.
This part of the study is concluded with an illustra-
tion of the performance of ICP-MS for the analysis
of solutions (participation to the certification of trace
elements in estuarine water, CRM 505 (BCR)).

In the next chapter, the difference between a "wet"
and a "dry" plasma is highlighted. Besides a litera-
ture study of this subject, relative elemental response

factors, experimentally determined under both plas-
ma conditions, are given.

Before the experimental applications of LA as sam-
ple introduction technique, a brief review of the his-
tory, the working principle and the different pulse
modes of lasers are given, together with a description
of the instrumentation used in this study. The laser -
solid interaction is also briefly discussed and an
overview of some literature data concerning the use
of lasers for analytical purposes is given.

Finally, three applications are presented to illustrate
different aspects of LA as sample introduction tech-
nique. The first application, the microchemical
analysis of the patina of weathered marble, illustrates
the spatial resolution of LA sampling, the use of an
internal standard and more generally, :he calibration
strategy. The second application illustrates the possi-
bility to measure isotope ratio's, in this case the Pb
isotope ratio's in archaeological bronze. The
LA/ICP-MS results are compared with ICP-MS
results after dissolution and with Theimo Ionisation
MS (TIMS) results. In the third application, the
determination of Si in Al as part of a dosimetric study
of the BR2 reactor vessel, the difficulties encoun-
tered are caused by interferences, the need for (inter-
nal) standardisation and the radioactivity of the sam-
ples.

Together, these applications give a gocd idea of what
can be expected from LA as sample introduction
technique for ICP-MS.
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